This study describes the humanistic perspective inherent in Korean Buddhism. It is based on a narrative of the establishment of Haeinsa Temple, which is one of the three major Korean traditional temples, and represents the heritage of Korean Buddhism. With this narrative, we developed and implemented mobile content for Android devices titled "Treasures from the Palace of the Dragon King." Its scenario, which is a folktale of the establishment of the Haeinsa Temple, was created using A.J. Greimas' Actantial model as the research method. As a result, the content developed by the reconstruction of the scenario consists of mini-games and animations offering an intuitive user experience (UX), which is implemented in a compound E-BOOK for mobile devices. We aim to promote Korea's traditional culture throughout the world, using this content as a starting point for the future.
INTRODUCTION
Korea's Buddhist culture has recently become known to the world, after a Temple Stay program was started in 2002 [6] . Temple Stay is a healing retreat program based on religious experiences and temple culture [7] .
In addition to Temple Stay, Korean Buddhist culture has been digitalized with online missionary activities and cultural content using cable television (TV), websites, and cyber-museums containing religious thought as well as healing programs. A cultural approach to Korean Buddhist culture is valid, because it has value in terms of physical and mental self-discipline, educational applications, and promoting the understanding of Korean culture for not only Buddhists, but also the public [8] .
Buddhism was part of a national project in the period of Unified Silla, as a patriotic religious belief that was used to consolidate national defense [5] .
Consequently, it left a rich heritage, suitable for the development of a Once Source Multi-Use (OSMU) cultural content strategy. In addition, it has the potential to become Korea's next-generation cultural product. Disney has always succeeded in creating most impressive animation contents over the last century and as making good use of their solid foundation built upon all these successes, they are currently producing e-books which are giving them another grateful chance to enjoy a wide range of readership around the world.
In addition, everyone is now eagerly investigating anything about Disney animations from shapes and characteristics of Disney characters to their stories and others [14, 15] .
Lately in South Korea, a few researches on character story-telling and commercialization of jangsenung, goblins [16] , the Four Devas[17] and others are being conducted and yet, they seem less interested or motivated to look into how to develop contents or how to do with story-telling especially using traditional Korean cultural characters or Korean folk tales. In the light of that, this study argues how necessary it is for any relevant fields to figure out how to use Korean traditions and cultures to create contents as how Disney has been doing with their Disney digital books.
This study attempts to analyze Korean Buddhism from a cultural perspective, and create a compatible smart content scenario.
Recently, with the fast-growing mobile market, the expansion of digital platforms for Buddhist culture has become a big issue. In order to become a "Buddhist culture in the palm," accessible anytime and anywhere, it should be ubiquitous content (U-Contents) [3] . The meaning of [Ubiquitous] in Latin is "existing everywhere at the same time," and in this context it means an environment in which users can have free access to a network, regardless of place, without being aware of the computer or the network. This is also important in terms of the "harmony of U-Concept and Buddhist philosophy," as well as the "fusion of U-Technology and Buddhist culture." Practicing Buddhism is built on the premise that "everyone is equal and everyone is together," and thus, it is like the ubiquitous concept, "invisible communication." In particular, Buddhism in Korea has developed as patriot-oriented Buddhism, blended with indigenous Korean culture [4] .
This study adapted a narrative of the establishment of the Haeinsa Temple (a folktale of ancient architecture) based on Buddhist tales, which are the archetypes of Buddhist culture, and developed it into smart content.
The reason the folktale of Haeinsa Temple was selected as subject matter for content development is as follows.
First Second, Haeinsa Temple has the most acculturated folktale of these three temples, and the Buddhist view is well represented in this temple. Lastly, the original text of the narrative is clearly revealed [1, 2] . Therefore, this study created a narrative of the establishment of the Haeinsa Temple for a mobile application, for purposes of the "preservation, application, and diffusion of Buddhist culture." The narrative provides details on the planning, production, directivity, and expected effects of the Buddhist cultural contents. The study then created the cultural content of Korean Buddhism with an intuitive UX. The objective of this study is to facilitate the development of such content by blending a prototype of the traditional culture as content material with technology. For the future, it also seeks the potential for updating Buddhist cultural contents with with the times, and ultimately, attempting to achieve globalization of Korean Buddhist culture.
This study is comprised of the following sections. In section 2, research methods will be explored, and in section 3 the scenario analysis and design process will be presented. The actual contents created are illustrated in section 4, and the conclusion and future studies are discussed in sec-tion 5.
RELATED WORK
An The Temple of Haeinsa was first built in the third year (October) of King Aejang's rule (A.D. 802), during the Unified Silla, by two Korean monks, Sun-eung and Li-jong [1] . The Heainsa Temple was restored several times during the Joseon Dynasty, and is currently one of three principal temples in Korea serving as depositories for the Buddhist scriptures, one of the Three Jewels of Buddhism. This study reinterpreted the narrative of the temple's establishment, using the Heainsa Temple as content material, and created cultural content of Korean Buddhism.
The establishment narrative is discussed from three perspectives as follows:
• An overview of the characteristics of the Haeinsa Temple establishment narrative .
• An analysis of the scenario planning process for the Heainsa Temple establishment narrative.
• The development and implementation of smart content using the Heainsa Temple establishment narrative.
First, the study considered how the Korean Buddhist culture could be made accessible. One of the characteristics of Korean Buddhist culture is that its role in the traditional culture extends beyond mere religious significance. It deeply permeates a national culture and history, and is part of a cultural pattern and consciousness, not merely a religious tenet. A clear example illustrating how Korean Buddhism served as part of the larger national culture is the group of warrior monks who fought in the Imjin War, the Japanese Invasion of Korea [5] . Korean Buddhism went beyond the Buddhist tenet of no killing, and served as part of the culture, sharing in the country's upheavals with the people. In other words, the development of Buddhist culture is in line with the diffusion of Korea's traditional culture. In this regard, Korean Buddhism should be approached from a cultural perspective, rather than a religious one, and based on this understanding, a variety of cultural contents should be developed. In short, Buddhist content, which respects Buddhist values, is developed as cultural content, as Korean culture based on its Buddhist cultural heritage and the Buddhist way of life [9] . The Walt Disney culture is instilled in users experientially, in the form of popular products. Children learn and acquire culture through Disney's movies, videos, and even a water bottle, rather than through a formal school education. In this way, they come to embrace the culture, and even its spirit, without repulsion, by using the most popular forms of Disney's cultural products [10] . So it is necessary to approach the Buddhist culture in a more accessible and interesting form.
Second, this study analyzed the relevant characters, events, and environments by focusing on the composition of a narrative in the scenario planning process for the Korean Buddhist culture folktale. The first step in the narrative technique is to sketch a plot flow chart. Research methods for the narrative structure are based on storytelling and discourse analysis [11] . A narrative was segmented into storytelling and discourse, and then a plot was drafted by focusing on the events and location of the story, taking a special form of Haeinsa Temple folktale into consideration. The analysis in this study was based on A.J. Greimas' "actantial" model, and the plot structure was reviewed in detail, by analyzing the relationships between characters and the changes in their personalities, according to the events they (the main characters) have experienced. The actantial model developed by A.J. Greimas is based on a discourse analysis of V. Propp's work [12] . With the subject and value objects as a pivots, the actants created are a "sender," who initiates a quest for a physical object or cognitive subject, a "receiver," who accepts the quest, a "helper," who helps the subject achieve the goal of the quest, and an "opponent," who interrupts the subject's attempt to achieve the goal [13] . Lastly, cultural content of Korean Buddhism is developed in the form of animations and games, before being implemented on the Android platform.
SCENARIO ANALYSIS AND THE DESIGN PROCESS
The original text of the Korean Haeinsa folktale can be divided into two parts.
1. Sun-eung and Li-jong set off to meet with an ascetic Bochi, but found out that he had passed away before they arrived, leaving a book and a message for them to build a temple on Mount Kaya, as he knew ahead of time that they would come to see him. When Sum-eung and Li-jong returned to Mount Kaya in Silla, the auspicious energy released from Mount Kaya was released, and with this energy the two monks were able to heal their Queen-who had reached the mountain by following the energy-of her illness. Thereupon, they built the Temple of Haeinsa [1] .
2. A government official named Lee helped a dragon ascend to heaven (for saving people's lives, and granting them salvation) by returning with Great King Yeomna's seal (Yama, a mythological figure equivalent to the ancient Greek god Hades), or a seal of the Dragon King of the Sea, Haein, from the netherworld. Thereupon, he built the Temple of Haeinsa [2] .
The first story contained in the Silla Kayasan Haeinsa Sunanjuwonbyukki, written by Choi Chi Won in 900, provides a recorded historical fact.
In the second story, a folktale passed down orally from one generation to another was recorded and transformed into various forms such as "a puppy from the palace of the Dragon King," and the "Haein story."
Fundamentally, unlike the other establishment narratives that focus on space or place, the Haeinsa Temple narrative develops mainly with main character's events, and has the simple plot that "a main character made someone's dearest wish come true and so he/she built the Temple of Haeinsa." A narrative of the Haeinsa Temple achieved the signification of Buddhist salvation through books and the truth-dharma. Our analysis, which was conducted by modularizing the structure of these two stories, shows that they have an identical structure. This structure appears in the transformed version of the relevant narrative. A story flow chart of the two Buddhist folktales is as follows ( Table 1) .
The second story of the Haeinsa Temple establishment narrative reveals the fantasy and epic characteristics of the netherworld (the divine world) and this world (the human world). The name of "Haein" came from "Haein Samme," meaning that it seeks truth with a sincere heart, like a mirror.
The meaning and symbolism of this world is well displayed in the second story, so this content was reconstructed in the second story as a scenario suitable for digital media, taking the identity of the Haeinsa Temple and interesting storytelling elements into account (Table 2) .
This content is developed in E-Book form, and its target audience is children younger than ten years of age. The characters in the e-book were recreated for children younger than ten years of age, and the turtle "Haein" was selected for the leitmotif, because amphibious turtles have the dou- Descriptions Act 1 Dong-yi and Song-yi rescued a turtle (Haein) from a goblin, and went to the palace of the Dragon King together Act 2 Dong-yi and Song-yi left the palace of the Dragon King, and were taken to a monster serpent by goblins, but they managed to escape using Dong-yi's wits in rescuing a turtle.
Act 3
In order to save Dong-yi and Song-yi, who were caught by the monster serpent chasing after them, the Haein gave off its own light, and the monk Li-jong followed the light and finally saved them. ble meaning of land and water in many folktales. It expresses the theme of the content by serving as a medium that connects the human world with the divine world, and the land with the palace of the Dragon King.
In addition, the appearance of traditional and fantasy elements including goblins, monster serpents, the palace of the Dragon King, and the Dragon King added fun to the story.
The reconstructed story is as follows ( Table 3 ). The outline of the story is that in their adventure, Dong-yi and Song-yi rescue and protect Haein with sincere hearts and courage, and Haein eventually saves their lives.
This story is again divided into three smaller narratives. Each part has a theme of compassion, courage, and sacrifice. An abstract concept, the truth, was visualized as a "turtle." In this way, the theme of the Haeinsa Temple establishment narrative-that overcoming agony and seeking truth with courage will illuminate the world-is represented.
The narrative that was analyzed by focusing on events is reconstructed by focusing on space (Fig.  2) . Space is organized on the basis of meanings, and each space has its own meaning. Events are closely related to each other through space nodes. This context will be used as a background for mini-games that enable children to review a story as the space changes. In this way, children can learn the symbolic themes of a story, and analyze the cultural meanings in each space. 
SMART CONTENT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE HAEINSA TEMPLE ESTABLISHMENT NARRATIVE WITH AN INTUITIVE UX
This study developed an e-book about Korean Buddhist culture. The content is separated into either animations or games. In the animations, a voice actor/actress read a narrative of the establishment of the Haeinsa Temple, and the dialogue between the characters was inserted. The gaming elements were added to stimulate the participation and interest of the target audience. A mini-game designed to induce user participation was inserted to add fun elements to the story. This is designed in a different format (for example: quest games), so that the audience can easily understand each scene displayed in the animation. To begin, details on the main screen are illustrated as follows. Button 1 is for the animation described above. Button 2 is for the game. Button 3 is activated as an end credit. Button 4 signals the end of the content (Fig. 3) .
Details on the main screen of animated content are as follows. Area 1 shows subtitles. It changes according to the text (explanation) on the screen. Area 2 can be selected by users, and displays the Previous and Next buttons symmetrically on the screen. In Area 3, the Next Page, Subtitles, and Record buttons are visualized and developed to be grasped intuitively (Fig. 4) .
The following is a typical example that stimulates and induces user participation (Fig. 5 ). In the picture on the left, to move to the next screen, users have to complete a quest by touching a turtle stuck in the rocks, to release it.
The image on the right is a drag-and-drop type of mini-game in which a user drags an image and drops it into a matching silhouette of the character or the object.
The structure of the story using the movement of space analyzed in the previous chapter is illustrated as follows (Fig. 6) . The story flow moves through space. The changes (traveling) through space unfold before the brother and sister, Dong-yi and song-yi. Six phases of space "Stream -> Goblin's house -> The palace of the Dragon King -> Cave -> Mountain -> Haeinsa Temple," are closely linked by nodes through nodalization.
The users will review the story in a minigame later, while moving through space. Each space includes cultural elements, as the story plays out.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study analyzed Korean Buddhism from a cultural perspective, and suggested its potential for smart content through a scenario development using Buddhist culture prototypes as materials. As a result, the cultural content of Korean Buddhism, especially the Haeinsa Temple establishment narrative, titled "Treasures from the Palace of the Dragon King" was developed in the form of animations and games.
This achievement is significant because the Heainsa Temple, one of the Three Jewel Temples of Korea and a typical representation of the cultural heritage of Korean Buddhism over a millennium of history, was reborn as smart cultural content in the smart environment. The study also suggests that any follow-up researches should discuss ways to apply features of Korean traditions and cultures when the fields try to develop the characters.
We aim to promote Korea's traditional culture throughout the world, with this content as the starting point for the future. This study also supports the globalization of Korean Buddhist culture edutainment, by allowing the audience to understand Korean Buddhism more easily. Furthermore, we hope that Korean Buddhism will be introduced to the world through mobile devices and services, leading to a sustainable diffusion of Korean cultures and traditions.
